Smart Timetable System using Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
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Abstract: The Smart Timetable System using AI and ML is an innovative approach to scheduling optimization in educational institutions. This system leverages the power of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques to efficiently generate and manage timetables while considering various constraints and preferences. By automating the scheduling process, this system aims to enhance resource utilization, minimize conflicts, and improve overall efficiency in course allocation and classroom management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scheduling timetables in educational institutions is a complex task that requires careful consideration of various factors such as course offerings, faculty availability, and student preferences. Manual timetabling processes often lead to suboptimal schedules, resulting in conflicts and inefficiencies. However, the integration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) techniques offers a promising solution to improve the timetabling process. A Smart Timetable System using AI and ML utilizes advanced algorithms and models to automate the generation of optimized timetables. By analyzing historical data, predicting patterns, and incorporating constraints, this system aims to enhance resource utilization, minimize conflicts, and improve overall efficiency in course allocation and classroom management.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

With regards to planning issues, we can't foster a nonexclusive capability to tackle all booking issues. McCollum et al., 2012a [4] Principal objective in this examination is to foster tasks that can computerize the elements of registering schedule arranging frameworks. The preparation of the present schedule was done physically. Less successful and tedious. There is additionally less adaptability as the schedule can't change without a hitch. It requires a ton of investment to reproduce the plan without clashes since there are such countless interesting points [4].

A. Neighborhood Search System

This is a typical procedure that has been utilized to make booking issues. Untouchable inquiry, recreated strengthening, and hereditary calculations are neighborhood search techniques. Hereditary calculations are the most generally utilized calculations. How about we examine the above technique [5]. Utilization of python libraries like tkintor for GUI. It just utilized for Semester Wise. It is an application-based programming which approaches that specific work area Vikram M. Apte, 2021[5]. Along these lines, we accept that by creating it site we can accept to arrive at a lot more universities.

B. Various Setting Thinking

This implies understanding the circumstance explicitly, alongside how it fits in the general framework [6]. The ongoing circumstance might have highlights that are like circumstances you have experienced previously, however the basic powers might be unique, so what you did last time may not work this time.
Mechanized Time Table Age Utilizing Different Setting Thinking for College Modules Jian Xin Xu [7]. It utilizes Setting Thinking for planning. It has less exactness and improvement contrasted with the hereditary calculation. Along these lines, we accept that hereditary calculation will take care of numerous streamlining issues in booking [7].

C. Hereditary Calculation

This calculation was imagined by John Holland. He composed a book on hereditary calculations qualified Variation for Normal and Man-Made Frameworks. Hereditary calculations depend on transformative calculations. This calculation utilizes the rule of regular assortment to make and foster the ideal arrangement thus. A hereditary calculation is likewise a heuristic inquiry with normal transformative highlights like change, legacy, hybrid, and choice to produce arrangements that enhance an issue to get the right arrangement. Hereditary calculations are many times utilized in creating arranging frameworks [8].

While arranging a timetable, there might be numerous arrangements that don’t disregard the imperatives. Thus, utilizing a hereditary calculation provides us with a decent pool of arrangements [8]. Transformative highlights, for example, changes and hybrids make this calculation more proficient and less tedious to look.

D. Requirement Programming (CP)

The primary component of this strategy is that it permits you to see requirements expressly as a feature of the program. This makes ready for versatility, an element we need on our guide Gervás and Miguel [8]. The Requirement writing computer programs is utilized for booking Prashanta Kumar, 2020 [9]. limitation spread methods for these issues and related machine planning issues are presented and potential uses of these procedures regarding lower bound computations.

III. METHODOLOGY

To create an efficient timetable system using Django, we can leverage machine learning algorithms, specifically a genetic algorithm. This approach is well-suited for solving complex problems with multiple variables and a large number of potential outcomes or solutions. The genetic algorithm employed in the system replaces suboptimal solutions with better ones, continuously improving the overall quality of the timetable. By optimizing the allocation of resources through machine learning techniques, the system aims to maximize efficiency.

Fig. 1: Proposed System
To provide a user-friendly interface, the timetable system can utilize a database (SQL) to store and retrieve data. This allows users to view and access the timetable in a way that meets their specific requirements and preferences.

IV. FUTURE SCOPE

To generate timetable for the institute which will be less time consuming and free of human errors along with high level of efficiency and precision. Moreover, improve the overall process of timetable generation with help of genetics algorithm along with the assistance of technology.

V. CONCLUSION

The aim is to improve the overall process of timetable generation for an institute by leveraging technology, specifically the use of a genetic algorithm. The objective is to reduce time consumption and eliminate human errors while achieving a high level of efficiency and precision. By incorporating the genetic algorithm, the system can intelligently optimize the timetable generation process, leading to more accurate and effective results. The use of technology as a supportive tool enhances the overall effectiveness of the system, making it a reliable and efficient solution for generating timetables in an institute.
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